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Summary 

Using the Smithsonian Learning Lab, students will create a digital gallery representing a 

community member’s story. Each artifact in the exhibit captures a facet of the interviewee’s story, 

and students work with the interviewee to discuss themes that emerge from the objects. 

Students may work in small groups (2-4) on this project. 

Assignment Instructions 

Requirements & Reminders 

3 objects are the minimum, but more are welcome 

Use picture annotation tool to highlight features of the objects separately from your narrative 

Don't feel like you have to use ALL of the stories from the interview--while it's their story, you are 

helping them fine-tune it to be readable and effective 

Don't feel like you have to divide up the groupwork evenly--divide it up in a way that makes 

sense for your group members' abilities and schedules 

RECORD the interview (so that you can refer to it later!) 

ASK follow-up questions ("I'd like to hear more about...") 

SHOW the project to your storyteller when you are finished (and throughout, if you like!) 
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Steps 

1. Conduct an interview with your person of choice. The purpose of the interview is to allow that 

person (the "storyteller") to tell their story through you (the "facilitator"). The interview should 

focus on three or more objects that represent an important age, event, or aspect of your 

storyteller. Use the note handout (attached below) to help with the interview.  

2. Create an exhibit that facilitates the person's story through the descriptions of the objects. 

Your descriptions of the objects should include: physical observations (features, marks, damage, 

coloration, texture, etc.), functional descriptions (various purposes of the object), and relevant 

anecdotal stories related to the object. Each object description should contribute to the "theme" 

of the interview (something you will decide after reviewing your interview notes), and the gallery 

description should describe the central story that emerged from the storyteller's interview. 

Recommended Length: For the objects, one to two paragraphs focusing on the connection of the 

objects to the "theme" of the story. For the gallery description, two or more paragraphs that 

discuss the person's overall "theme" and anything relevant about the age you focused on in the 

interview. You can include context about that age, too, including what was happening in the 

county at the time (staying relevant to the storyteller). 

As for quotes, you'll want to include some snippets of the actual interview with each object. This 

will allow your audience to hear the storyteller in their own words. When you include direct 

quotes from your storyteller, cite them following the MLA format for citing a personal interview. 

Include a "Works Cited"-format citation for your interview at the end of your gallery description. 

See my exhibit as an example for process and depth. 

Materials & Resources 

Interview Note-taking Guide 

Sample Smithsonian Learning Lab Project 

 

Sample Rubric (next page) 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WS34L-dtTT4v9p3rH3EwCJP4LPM14StZNdiXwF57RMI/edit?usp=sharing
http://learninglab.si.edu/q/ll-c/inL13EUdJH4qnifN
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